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3. The Panel considered claims by India that the quantitative restrictions introduced by Turkey

were inconsistent with Articles XI and XIII of the GATT 1994, and Article 2.4 of the Agreement on

Textiles and Clothing (the "ATC").  In the Panel Report, circulated on 31 May 1999, the Panel

reached the conclusion that the quantitative restrictions were inconsistent with the provisions of

Articles XI and XIII of the GATT 1994 and consequently with those of Article 2.4 of the ATC, and

rejected Turkey's defence that the introduction of any such otherwise GATT/WTO incompatible

import restrictions is permitted by Article XXIV of the GATT 1994.4

4. On 26 July 1999, Turkey notified the Dispute Settlement Body (the "DSB") of its intention to

appeal certain issues of law covered in the Panel Report and legal interpretations developed by the

Panel, pursuant to Article 16.4 of the Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the

Settlement of Disputes (the "DSU"), and filed a Notice of Appeal pursuant to Rule 20 of the Working

Procedures for Appellate Review (the "Working Procedures").  On 5 August 1999, Turkey filed its

appellant's submission. 5  On 20 August 1999, India filed an appellee's submission. 6  On the same day,

Hong Kong, China;  Japan;  and the Philippines filed third participant's submissions.7

5. The oral hearing in the appeal was held on 14 September 1999.  The participants and third

participants presented oral arguments and responded to questions put to them by the Members of the

Division hearing the appeal.

II. Arguments of the Participants

A. Claims of Error by Turkey – Appellant

6. Turkey appeals the Panel's finding that Article XXIV of the GATT 1994 does not allow it to

introduce, upon the formation of its customs union with the European Communities, quantitative

restrictions on textile and clothing products which are inconsistent with Articles XI and XIII of the

GATT 1994 and Article 2.4 of the ATC.

7. Turkey argues that the Panel erred in presuming the existence of a conflict between, on the

one hand, Articles XI and XIII of the GATT 1994 and Article 2.4 of the ATC, and, on the other,

Article  XXIV of the GATT 1994.  The Panel's reasoning was based on the incorrect presumption that

the quantitative restrictions introduced by Turkey in the framework of its customs union with the

European Communities were incompatible with Turkey's WTO obligations.

                                                
4Panel Report, para. 10.1.
5Pursuant to Rule 21(1) of the Working Procedures.
6
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8. According to Turkey, Article XXIV permits the common regulation of commerce of a

customs union in a particular sector to be determined by one of the constituent members' lawful

quantitative restrictions in that sector, provided that unified regulations are not on the whole more

restrictive than the previous regulations of the constituent members.

9. Turkey further contends that Article XXIV is different from exceptions such as Articles XX

and XXI of the GATT 1994.  The right under Article XXIV to establish a customs union is an

autonomous right; it is not an "exception" from other GATT obligations.

10. Turkey argues that the Panel ignored the proper relationship between Article XXIV and the

general obligations under the GATT 1994.  The Panel did not properly interpret the ordinary meaning

of the text of Article XXIV, and, in particular, the chapeau of paragraph 5 of that Article.  The

ordinary meaning of the chapeau of paragraph 5 demonstrates that Article XXIV confers on WTO

Members a right to enter into a customs union, and to derogate, under certain conditions, from their

GATT obligations, including, but not limited to, their obligations under Article I.

11. In Turkey's view, other provisions in Article XXIV confirm that forming a customs union or

free-trade area is a right of WTO Members.  The provisions of Articles XXIV:6, XXIV:7, XXIV:8

and XXIV:9 establish requirements for implementation of a customs union, but do not prohibit its

ultimate formation, thereby supporting the proposition that Members have a right to form a customs

union under Article XXIV.
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14. Second, Turkey argues that the Panel's reading of Article XXIV:5(a) must fail because it

renders the provision a "nullity".  The "economic test" established by sub-paragraph 5(a) applies to

the duties and regulations of commerce of the customs union as a whole, not, as stated by the Panel, to

the duties and regulations of the particular customs union members.  Under the Panel's interpretation,

the introduction of an otherwise inconsistent measure could disqualify the customs union even though

trade flows were, on the whole, facilitated.

15. Third, Turkey argues that the Panel's analysis of "the immediate context" of

Article  XXIV:5(a) does not support its interpretation of that provision.  The Panel failed to include the

chapeau of Article XXIV:5(a) in its analysis of the context.  Furthermore, the Panel misinterpreted the

context of Article XXIV:5(a), in particular, Articles XXIV:5(b), XXIV:4, XXIV:6, and the location of

Article XXIV in Part III of the GATT 1994.

16. Turkey also claims that the Panel failed to interpret properly the ordinary meaning of

Article  XXIV:8(a).  The Panel erred by failing to examine the entire context of Article  XXIV:8(a),

and, therefore, overlooked the interdependent nature of sub-paragraphs 8(a)(i) and 8(a)(ii), and their

relationship in the broader context of Article XXIV.

17. Turkey submits that if it is not allowed to impose quantitative restrictions on the textile and

clothing products at issue in this case, the European Communities will exclude 40 per cent of Turkey's

exports from the customs union between Turkey and the European Communities, thereby leading to

an inconsistency with Article  XXIV:8(a)(i).  Turkey will thus be exposed to a challenge that the

proposed customs union does not cover "substantially all trade" and, therefore, is not consistent with

Article XXIV.

18. Turkey notes that the Panel stated that Turkey had several alternatives to the imposition of

quantitative restrictions: increased tariffs, rules of origin, early phase-out, and tariffication.  Each of

these suggestions is flawed, and, moreover, Turkey fails to see how the Panel could conclude that

Turkey had a duty to opt for one of these alternatives as long as the measures challenged by India did

not result in the common regulation of commerce of the Turkey/EC customs union being on the whole

more restrictive than the regulations of Turkey and the European Communities before the formation

of the customs union.

19. Turkey also argues that the wider context of Articles XXIV:5 and XXIV:8 and the object and

purpose of the WTO Agreement do not support the Panel's interpretation.  Article  XXIV:4, the

Preamble of the Understanding on the Interpretation of Article XXIV of the General Agreement on

Tariffs and Trade 1994 (the "Understanding on Article XXIV") and the Singapore Ministerial
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contradicts the object and purpose of the drafters, who established a strong prohibition on the use of

quantitative restrictions.

24. With respect to Turkey's general claims of legal error, India argues that the Panel did not

presume a conflict between the provisions of Article XXIV and the provisions of Articles XI and XIII

of the GATT 1994 and Article 2.4 of the ATC.  The Panel made no such presumption, and simply

addressed the question whether there was a need to examine the consistency of the customs union

with Article XXIV.  Furthermore, in contrast to what Turkey argues, the Panel never stated that

Article  XXIV was an exception to GATT obligations.  The Panel simply noted that Turkey made an

"affirmative defence" based on Article XXIV.

25. Next, India responds to Turkey's statement that Article XXIV:5 permits the formation of a

customs union as long as the economic assessment in sub-paragraph 5(a) is fulfilled.  Article XXIV

defines the purposes for which a WTO Member can deviate from other GATT provisions, but does

not define the provisions themselves.  Only those provisions of the GATT 1994 that "prevent" the

formation of a customs union may provide the basis for a defense under Article  XXIV.  Under the

terms of Article XXIV:5, the formation of a customs union is not "prevented" by the obligations set

out in Article XI of the GATT 1994 and Article 2.4 of the ATC.  The formation of a customs union is

only "prevented" by those provisions of the GATT 1994 that prohibit discrimination, such as Article I

of the GATT 1994 and other most-favoured-nation provisions, because discrimination is inherent in

regional integration.

26. India also claims that, contrary to Turkey's argument, the Panel did not rule that Article  XXIV

justifies only deviations from Article I, and that Article XXIV consequently applied only to tariffs.  In

fact, the Panel made clear that Article XXIV could permit Members to refrain from applying

quantitative restrictions, as well as tariffs, to their partner in the customs union.

27. Finally, according to India, Turkey is unable to explain why the mere fact that a type of

measure is regulated in Part III of the GATT 1994 demonstrates that the other Parts of the GATT

1994 no longer apply.  Turkey's arguments fail to take into account the reason why the drafters

divided the GATT into three parts.

28. With respect to Turkey's specific claims of legal error, India responds to Turkey's objection

that the Panel failed to consider the chapeau of Article XXIV:5 in its examination of

Article  XXIV:5(a) by arguing that the Panel in fact conducted a thorough textual and contextual

analysis.  In response to Turkey's claim that the Panel's interpretation renders Article  XXIV:5(a) a

nullity, India argues that Article XXIV:5(a) establishes a requirement that Members forming a

customs union must meet in addition to their other market access obligations.  This additional
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requirement has not been reduced to inutility by the Panel's interpretation.  Members forming a

customs union may not have bound all their tariffs or may apply their tariffs at levels below the bound

rate, or they may have the right to impose quantitative restrictions consistently with one of the

exceptions to Article XI of the GATT 1994.  In these circumstances, the Members could exercise their

right to increase barriers to trade, but only under the conditions set out in Article XXIV:5(a).

29. 
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between Turkey and the European Communities provides for the formation of a customs union only at

a future date, and therefore constitutes, at most, an interim agreement for the formation of a customs

union.  To realize the objectives of this interim agreement, Turkey did not have to impose the same

restrictions on imports of textiles and clothing as imposed by the European Communities.

III. Arguments of Third Participants

A. Hong Kong, China

33. Hong Kong, China argues that Article XXIV is best characterized as a specific provision of

the GATT 1994 under which WTO Members are permitted, subject to compliance with certain

conditions, to form customs unions or free trade areas that may depart from certain other provisions of

the WTO Agreement.

34. In interpreting Article XXIV:5, Hong Kong, China notes that it is important to examine the

context provided by Article XXIV:4.  This paragraph states that the purpose of a customs union or

free-trade area is "not to raise barriers to the trade of other contracting parties with such territories."

Similarly, the Understanding on Article XXIV states that parties to regional trade agreements "should

to the greatest possible extent avoid creating adverse effects on the trade of other Members."9  It

would be contrary to the stated purpose of regional agreements set out in Article XXIV:4 to interpret

the chapeau to Article XXIV:5 to permit the raising of barriers to trade in violation of Articles XI and

XIII of the GATT 1994.

35. Hong Kong, China also states that, under Article XXIV:8(a), a customs union need not result

in a total alignment of the external trade regimes of the constituent territories.  Furthermore, Turkey's

claims about past GATT/WTO practice on this issue are inapposite.  In particular, the circumstances

in which Sweden introduced discriminatory quantitative restrictions on imports of textile and clothing

products were completely different from those in the present case.

B. Japan

36. Japan states that a basic tenet of the WTO Agreement is the primacy of the multilateral trading

system based on the core principle of the elimination of discriminatory treatment in international trade

relations.  Members must observe this principle whenever they exercise their rights and obligations

under the WTO Agreement, including when they enter into regional trade agreements under

                                                
9Understanding on Article XXIV, Preamble.
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Article  XXIV of the GATT  1994.  Regional trade agreements are only allowed if they are

complementary to the multilateral trading system and if they comply with the rules set out in

Article  XXIV of the GATT 1994.

37. Japan does not believe that Article XXIV functions as a "waiver" which allows derogation

from the basic tenets of the multilateral trading system.  Furthermore, it should not be interpreted as a

waiver of the obligation to eliminate quantitative restrictions, which is a central pillar of the WTO

system.  Hence, Japan disagrees that Article XXIV gives WTO Members the right to introduce

quantitative restrictions in contravention of the WTO Agreement on the occasion of the formation of a

customs union.

C. The Philippines

38. The Philippines first notes that Turkey's invocation of Article XXIV is an affirmative defence

to its acknowledged violation of Articles XI and XIII of the GATT  1994 and Article 2.4 of the ATC.

39. The Philippines then argues that Turkey's quantitative restrictions are not justified by

Article  XXIV.  First, the quantitative restrictions are not justified because they are on the whole more

restrictive than the general incidence of regulations of commerce applicable in the constituent

territories prior to the formation of the customs union, in contravention of Article XXIV:5(a).

Second, the quantitative restrictions violate Article XXIV:4 because Turkey (and the European

Communities) did not avoid creating adverse effects on the trade of other Members to the greatest

possible extent.  Third, the chapeau of Article XXIV:5 applies solely to the provisions of the GATT

1994 that, if enforced, would prohibit the formation of a customs union.  It does not exempt Members

from complying with other obligations under the WTO Agreement.  Fourth, the grounds upon which

measures are permitted under Articles XI, XII, XIII, XIV, XV and XX are, by their nature, specific to

the Member concerned and, accordingly, cannot be grandfathered.

40. The Philippines also argues that, in any case, Turkey and the European Communities have not

formed a customs union.  The arrangement between Turkey and the European Communities does not

qualify as a customs union under Article XXIV:8 because, inter alia , all restrictive regulations of

commerce d the Euot un Cstrictive regusole.i qu2h5kicc whole more
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IV. Issue Raised in this Appeal

41. This appeal relates to certain quantitative restrictions imposed by Turkey on 19 categories of

textile and clothing products imported from India.  Turkey adopted these quantitative restrictions

upon the formation of a customs union with the European Communities.  The Panel found these

quantitative restrictions to be inconsistent with Articles XI and XIII of the GATT 1994 and Article  2.4

of the ATC.10  The issue raised by Turkey in this appeal is whether these quantitative restrictions are

nevertheless justified by Article  XXIV of the GATT 1994.

V. Article XXIV of the GATT 1994

42. In examining Turkey's defence that Article  XXIV of the GATT 1994 allowed Turkey to adopt

the quantitative restrictions at issue in this appeal, the Panel looked, first, at Article XXIV:5(a) and,

then, at Article  XXIV:8(a) of the GATT 1994.  The Panel examined the ordinary meaning of the

terms of these provisions, in their context and in the light of the object and purpose of the WTO

Agreement.  The Panel reached the following conclusions:

With regard to the specific relationship between, in the case before us,
Article XXIV and Articles XI and XIII (and Article 2.4 of the ATC),
we consider that the wording of Article XXIV does not authorize a
departure from the obligations contained in Articles XI and XIII of
GATT and Article 2.4 of the ATC.

…

[Paragraphs 5 and 8 of Article XXIV] do not … address any specific
measures that may or may not be adopted on the formation of a
customs union and importantly they do not authorize violations of
Articles XI and XIII, and Article 2.4 of the ATC. … We draw the
conclusion that even on the occasion of the formation of a customs
union, Members cannot impose otherwise incompatible quantitative
restrictions.11

Consequently, the Panel rejected Turkey's defence that Article  XXIV justifies the introduction of the

quantitative restrictions at issue.  Turkey appeals the Panel's interpretation of Article  XXIV.

43. We note that, in its findings, the Panel referred to the chapeau of paragraph 5 of Article  XXIV

only in a passing and perfunctory way.  The chapeau of paragraph 5 is not central to the Panel's

analysis, which focuses instead primarily on paragraph 5(a) and paragraph 8(a).  However, we believe

that the chapeau of paragraph 5 of Article XXIV is the key provision for resolving the issue before us

in this appeal.  In relevant part, it reads:

                                                
10Panel Report, para. 9.86.
11Ibid., paras. 9.188 and 9.189.
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Accordingly, the provisions of this Agreement shall not prevent, as
between the territories of contracting parties, the formation of a customs
union …; Provided that: …  (emphasis added)

44. 
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A customs union shall be understood to mean the substitution of a
single customs territory for two or more customs territories, so that

(i) duties and other restrictive regulations of commerce
(except, where necessary, those permitted under
Articles XI, XII, XIII, XIV, XV and XX) are
eliminated with respect to substantially all the trade
between the constituent territories of the union or at
least with respect to substantially all the trade in
products originating in such territories, and,

(ii) … substantially the same duties and other regulations
of commerce are applied by each of the members of
the union to the trade of territories not included in the
union. (emphasis added)

48. Sub-paragraph 8(a)(i) of Article XXIV establishes the standard for the internal trade between

constituent members in order to satisfy the definition of a "customs union".  It requires the constituent

members of a customs union to eliminate "duties and other restrictive regulations of commerce" with

respect to "substantially all the trade" between them.  Neither the GATT CONTRACTING PARTIES nor

the WTO Members have ever reached an agreement on the interpretation of the term "substantially" in

this provision. 14  It is clear, though, that "substantially all the trade" is not the same as all the trade,

and also that "substantially all the trade" is something considerably more than merely some of the

trade.  We note also that the terms of sub-paragraph 8(a)(i) provide that members of a customs union

may maintain, where necessary, in their internal trade, certain restrictive regulations of commerce that

are otherwise permitted under Articles XI through XV and under Article  XX of the GATT 1994.

Thus, we agree with the Panel that the terms of sub-paragraph 8(a)(i) offer "some flexibility" to the

constituent members of a customs union when liberalizing their internal trade in accordance with this

sub-paragraph.15  Yet we caution that the degree of "flexibility" that sub-paragraph 8(a)(i) allows is

limited by the requirement that "duties and other restrictive regulations of commerce" be "eliminated

with respect to substantially all" internal trade.

49. Sub-paragraph 8(a)(ii) establishes the standard for the trade of constituent members with third

countries in order to satisfy the definition of a "customs union".  It requires the constituent members

of a customs union to apply "substantially the same" duties and other regulations of commerce to

external trade with third countries.  The constituent members of a customs union are thus required to

apply a common external trade regime, relating to both duties and other regulations of commerce.

However, sub-paragraph 8(a)(ii) does not require each constituent member of a customs union to

apply  the same duties and other regulations of commerce as other constituent members with respect

                                                
14Panel Report, para. 9.148.
15Ibid., para. 9.146.
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to trade with third countries;  instead, it requires that substantially the same duties and other

regulations of commerce shall be applied.  We agree with the Panel that:

[t]he ordinary meaning of the term "substantially" in the context of sub-
paragraph 8(a) appears to provide for both qualitative and quantitative
components.  The expression "substantially the same duties and other
regulations of commerce are applied by each of the Members of the
[customs] union" would appear to encompass both quantitative and
qualitative elements, the quantitative aspect more emphasized in
relation to duties.16

50. We also believe that the Panel was correct in its statement that the terms of sub-

paragraph 8(a)(ii), and, in particular, the phrase "substantially the same" offer a certain degree of

"flexibility" to the constituent members of a customs union in "the creation of a common commercial

policy."17  Here too we would caution that this "flexibility" is limited.  It must not be forgotten that the

word "substantially" qualifies the words "the same".  Therefore, in our view, something closely

approximating "sameness" is required by Article  XXIV:8(a)(ii).  We do not agree with the Panel that:

… as a general rule, a situation where constituent members have
"comparable" trade regulations having similar effects with respect to
the trade with third countries, would generally meet the qualitative
dimension of the requirements of sub-paragraph 8(a)(ii).18

Sub-paragraph 8(a)(ii) requires the constituent members of a customs union to adopt "substantially the
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52. Given this proviso, Article  XXIV can, in our view, only be invoked as a defence to a finding

that a measure is inconsistent with certain GATT provisions to the extent that the measure is
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… that the effects of the resulting trade measures and policies of the
new regional agreement shall not be more trade restrictive, overall, than
were the constituent countries' previous trade policies.21

and we also agree that this is:

an "economic" test for assessing whether a specific customs union is
compatible with Article XXIV.22

56. The text of the chapeau of paragraph 5 must also be interpreted in its context.  In our view,

paragraph 4 of Article XXIV constitutes an important element of the context of the chapeau of

paragraph 5.  The chapeau of paragraph 5 of Article XXIV begins with the word "accordingly", which

can only be read to refer to paragraph 4 of Article XXIV, which immediately precedes the chapeau.

Paragraph 4 states:

The contracting parties recognize the desirability of increasing freedom
of trade by the development, through voluntary agreements, of closer
integration between the economies of the countries parties to such
agreements. They also recognize that the purpose of a customs union or
of a free-trade area should be to facilitate trade between the constituent
territories and not to raise barriers to the trade of other contracting
parties with such territories.

57. According to paragraph 4, the purpose of a customs union is "to facilitate trade" between the

constituent members and "not to raise barriers to the trade" with third countries.  This objective

demands that a balance be struck by the constituent members of a customs union.  A customs union

should facilitate trade within the customs union, but it should not do so in a way that raises barriers to

trade with third countries. We note that the Understanding on Article  XXIV explicitly reaffirms this

purpose of a customs union, and states that in the formation or enlargement of a customs union, the

constituent members should "to the greatest possible extent avoid creating adverse affects on the trade

of other Members".23  Paragraph 4 contains purposive, and not operative, language.  It does not set

forth a separate obligation itself but, rather, sets forth the overriding and pervasive purpose for

Article  XXIV which is manifested in operative language in the specific obligations that are found

elsewhere in Article  XXIV.  Thus, the purpose set forth in paragraph 4 informs the other relevant

paragraphs of Article  XXIV, including the chapeau of paragraph 5.  For this reason, the chapeau of

paragraph 5, and the conditions set forth therein for establishing the availability of a defence under

Article  XXIV, must be interpreted in the light of the purpose of customs unions set forth in

paragraph 4.  The chapeau cannot be interpreted correctly without constant reference to this purpose.

                                                
21Panel Report, para. 9.121.
22Ibid., para. 9.120.
23Understanding on Article XXIV, Preamble.
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58. Accordingly, on the basis of this analysis of the text and the context of the chapeau of

paragraph 5 of Article XXIV, we are of the view that Article XXIV may justify a measure which is

inconsistent with certain other GATT provisions.  However, in a case involving the formation of a

customs union, this "defence" is available only when two conditions are fulfilled.  First, the party

claiming the benefit of this defence must demonstrate that the measure at issue is introduced upon the
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Article  XXIV.  The resolution of those other issues must await another day.  We do not believe it

necessary to find more than we have found here to fulfill our responsibilities under the DSU in

deciding this case.

66. The Appellate Body recommends that the DSB request that Turkey bring its measures which

the Panel found to be inconsistent with Articles XI and XIII of the GATT 1994 and Article  2.4 of the

ATC into conformity with its obligations under these agreements.

Signed in the original at Geneva this 23rd day of September 1999 by:

_________________________

Christopher Beeby

Presiding Member

_________________________ _________________________

James Bacchus Said El-Naggar

Member Member


